W.I.A.A. BOYS TEAM TENNIS
JUNE 9-10 2017

DIVISION 2 FINALS

The Prairie School 6 Edgewood 1

Singles
Flight 1 –Juan Perez (12) TPS def Cecil Lingard (12) Ed 7-5, 6-0,
Flight 2 –Andrew Liu (12) TPS def Hunter Dunn (11) Ed 6-3, 6-2,
Flight 3 –Rohan Banerjee (12) TPS def Christopher Boll (10) Ed 6-1,
6-1,
Flight 4 –Pranav Bajaj (10) TPS def Nathan Weaver (12) Ed 5-7, 6-1,
6-4

Doubles
Flight 1 –Peter Lamberton (11)/Jacob Ruud (12) TPS def
Forrest Lynn (11)/Charlie Weitz (11) Ed 7-6(3), 6-3,
Flight 2 –Bryce Kessel (12)/Kurtis Thelen (11) Ed def
Dino Tousis (11)/Lucas Goelz (11) TPS 7-6(4), 7-5,
Flight 3 –Wesley Eaton (11)/Felipe Ramos (12) TPS def
Hunter Stracka (10)/Peter Sviatoslavsky (10) Ed 6-2, 6-2,